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Will you be dusty in August?
Less than 70 days until He Burns…!!!  Countdown website: https://burningman.org/countdown/ 

If you are planning to camp with BRTA you MUST register through the Agent Sign-Up Form 
on the BRTA web site @ http://blackrocktravelagency.squarespace.com/ .  

Good Golly…only 8 weeks away!

The 10 Principals
Our social contract with each other is based on the 10 guiding principals; Know Them/Use 
Them;

Radical Inclusion  Radical Self-reliance Civic Responsibility
Gifting  Radical Self-expression Leaving No Trace
Decommodification  Communal Effort Participation Immediacy…

I ask you today to think upon the bolded principals above.

Each “true” Burner brings a bag a Gift(s) to the playa…without exception.  I say true as a way 
understand, to define, the mindset that we all could have as we each think upon our Playa Plan.   
These plans do not exclude Immediacy as they are only a thoughtful preparation for what each of
us will contribute to The City BEFORE the Burn.  It is a legitimate and rational expectation that 
each Agent will have knowledge of what they are GIFTING by the time they set foot on dusty 
ground.  Be it a minimal gift, or over the top, when added to the rest it makes a powerful soup 
that pleases our civic gestalt, literally is the fuel that runs The City year after year.  Looking back
to the path of child to adult I find comfort in wisdom gained that Giving was more rewarding 
than receiving.   Without Gifting would we even have a Burn?

This year each Agent is being asked to perform one hour of MOOP sweep in support of our City,
our Camp and our Village…this will be tracked and summarized to BMorg, (part of the new 
acculturation and data driven management).  We are asking that each Agent sign-up and show-up
for one of the 9am MOOP walks and/or participate in a camp LNT activity.  You have an idea of
an LNT task?  Immediacy is welcome as well as stepping into those Civic work shoes, but again 
our Camp needs to show its value.  One way is by recording and tracking these hours to assure 
we can show effort as an LNT compliant Camp, (as it is a used for Good Standing rating in our 
placement by BMorg).  I ask each Agent to be very aware of what this means and what will we 
each do to minimize MOOP as we pack for the event.  So like our Plan for Gifting each Agent 
can be on-point…for LNT for low impact to the Black Rock Desert.        
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 Early or Late…Build or Strike?
Ohhh the question of when to arrive and when to leave is timeless but begs for an immediate 
answer.  Seems many always want early entry but few will stay to break camp.  Our team of 
Leads is considering this quandary too as our Camp requires experienced knowledgeable Agents 
for the Build while numerous resilient Agents are needed to Strike.  If you have stayed for the 
Strike in past Burns then you are considered an experienced volunteer.  Tracking of volunteer 
hours gives the Lead Team support in deciding if an Agent’s cost sharing will go up next year or 
if they are qualified for early entry volunteering.  Your Lead team is also considering a policy of 
“All Who Camp Will Break Camp” as this is seen in many of the successful City Theme Camps. 
Please consider helping strike Camp beginning Sunday morning of the Burn through Tuesday.

Camp Placement
Our BRTA Theme Camp has been placed!   This is terrifically important as it means we have a 
reserved allotment of space at the Burn.  BRTA has currently registered 45 Agents, 29 Galley 
mouths, and 14 for Power.  At some point slots for RVs and access to power will not be made 
available to late registering Agents.  Space for tent camping by prepaid Agents will probably 
always be available though the choice more sheltered areas will be full-up.  This year BMorg 
made several changes to the placement process that has had big impacts to Camps in the City.  
Hundreds of camps that applied for placement will not get a reserved space leaving them to set 
up in open camping or walk-in camping areas.  This will also result in more Burners looking for 
a Camp to join, looking out to Pt5 as a possible place to camp.  Pt5 is also experiencing growth 
with the other two airport work camps; Airport Ops and BxA Charter camps.  Airport Ops has 
moved east of the traffic circle and BxA has also spread out more.  Register and pay your camp 
cost sharing now to assure your spot is reserved, see current Camp plan below.



Start the Chatter
Reach out to your fellow Agents, kibitz or whine, cajole or just announce but lets whoop up the 
excitement and bullshit on-line at brta-agents@googlegroups.com or over on the pilots comm. at 
aviators-list@burningman.com .  These are powerful collaboration tools that will heat the Burn!

Sponsorships
New process this year for vetting and coaching new “Agent Recruits” requires that they obtain or
be assigned an Agent Sponsor.   Look for opportunity to invite good people you meet this Burn 
to join BRTA with you as their Sponsor.  We need this new blood and we need experienced 
Agents to serve, helping assure that our Recruits have a safe, meaningful and super experience at
the Burn! 

Volunteering
-We have a Team for You:

Opening ceremony
Bar
BBQ & Cocktail Party…….We need a Head Chef for the BBQ!
Beignet Bakery
Burn Barrel 
Galley
Leave No Trace & MOOP Patrol
Art
Lighting
Live Music Stage
Pancake Breakfast
Pea Pod Sanctuary 
Plumbing
Power and Electric Grid
Setup
Special Projects
StarPort Concierge
Closing Ceremony 
Strike
Swag and Signage
Transportation
Tuesday Meet & Greet

Every BRTA Agent is to sign up for a project and minimum of 3 volunteer shifts in Camp.  
Every BRTA Agent is asked to MOOP for one hour during the week.  All Agents are encouraged
to volunteer for Airport Ops, BxA or in the City in addition to the needed hours in Camp.  We 
will be announcing a web based sign-up for these volunteer shifts early next month.
  
BRTA Capitol Investment
Our Camp cost sharing has enabled us to purchase a used 18’ toy hauler to transport and store the
StarPort and other camp equipment.  This reduces our dependence on Airport Ops for storage 
and increases the availability of our gear to be worked on during the winter.  Big Thanks to 
Rebar, Purple Haze and Flash for working on this acquisition!  
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Power
Loud kudos to our Power Team as this month they successfully reserved a 36kVA genset.  We 
will have to get this towed from Reno to the playa and back, set it up ourselves, fuel it and 
manage the power ourselves including building a BRTA owned power grid, (cables & power 
stands etc).  This will be a significantly lower cost as compared to renting the whole service as 
we did last year, (service fee quote increased 40% this year).  Our Camp cost for power this year 
will be in excess of $7500.  So the normal fee for power will be increasing though we may have 
a sliding scale for lower power users.  RVs with >10amps will be $200, hook-ups with <10amps 
but >3amps will be $100, <3amps will be $50, (estimate amps by dividing total watts by 120, ex:
three 60watt lights + 75watt fan = 255watts/120 = 2.125amps = $50).  If all you need is to charge
your phone, (you need a phone at BM?), the Galley is planning to install an open power strip for 
the casual Agent charge of a phone, electric beanie, dildo etc.   Power must be reserved and paid 
for before August 1st, (this allows us to place power islands in the area you are camping).

Ticket Sales
Step, Secure Ticket Exchange Program;   https://tickets.burningman.org/2019-secure-ticket-exchange-program-step/

OMG Sale registration; July 24, at noon, to July 26, at noon PDT Sale: July 31, 2019 at noon.

Budget
Note from our Bookkeeper:
Summer is has started and many are just thinking about what they are going to do this weekend.  
Believe it or not the event starts in just over 60 days.  Seems like it’s so far away, but the way 
time flies by; it will be here before you know it and you will be scrambling to get everything in 
order before you arrive on playa.  Part of getting ready is getting all your camp cost paid for 
before you step on the playa.   

What has happened over the last few years is a majority of burners pay for their BRTA 
membership, galley meal plan and RV generator fee in the middle of July and beginning of 
August.  I’m sure a lot of you already have your ticket purchased, but are waiting to sign up and 
pay the cost.  We have a few people fill out the agent form but haven’t paid their membership 
sharing cost and many wanted the meal plan but haven’t paid for that either.  We have 45 Agents
who have paid the Camp Cost Sharing.  47 Agents filled out the questionnaire asking for the 
Galley but only 11 have paid for the Galley cost sharing.   Paid Galley cost sharing allows Lead 
Colin to plan on how much food we need to purchase.  This purchase has to be done the first 
week of August.  If you have not paid this by July 31st the cost goes up to $300.  If the 
bookkeeper has not received this payment by August 17th you will not have Galley meals. 
 
I need to have all the books closed out before I arrive on playa, which is a little earlier than most 
Agents.  Please make these payments before August, or sooner if possible!  Thank-you! 

Project Leaders Needed
BRTA Camp needs Leads for several projects; DAIRL, the ice run, needs a Lead, The PeaPod 
lacks a Leader to set-up and maintain this veteran tent of ours, the Spirit Tent and the Activity 
Tent each need a Lead as these will not materialize without some Agent putting forth the effort 
to make it happen.  We need someone to coordinate Camp Events & Entertainment…a BRTA 
Ringmaster!  Events like Dress-Up Day, (smooze dressed as your favorite fiction character or 
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super hero), need a Lead.  You are a BRTA Agent?  Well what are you doing in Camp this burn?
Every Agent could be doing more….

Acculturation:
BMorg has asked each Theme Camp to work with other camps to bring about a better future for 
our City through a process called Acculturation.   Airport Ops and BRTA are partnering in this 
activity with our Camp being represented by Painted Lady.  Thank-you Lady!  What are your 
ideas on how all of us out at Pt5 can be more of a Village?  How can BRTA network and 
cooperate more closely with the Camps in the City?  Share your ideas on brta-agents@googlegroups.com 

  
Art & Fun
Do you have an Airport Art project that you would like to present, build or perform at the Burn? 
Get your creative plan drafted ASAP and to BiG Timmy at; brta.arts@gmail.com

Ice and Water
BRTA has determined that H2O in any form is the responsibility of the Agent.  This means that 
no water or ice will be provided by BRTA to our camp, (less that required for the Galley, the Bar
and other planned activities).   This decision arrives from two other vectors; Airport Ops will not 
be providing potable water or grey water haul to BRTA…AND we have to be Self Reliant as a 
Camp or as Burners!  BRTA will have a DAIRL clipboard,  Daily Artica Ice Request List,  
whereby volunteers will make a City run to fetch ice as needed for the Camp Bar and for those 
Agents requesting by sign-up on the list. 
 
The BRTA Experience
So again this City arises from the dusty playa to serve its inhabitants in countless memorable 
ways, mostly through amazement and wonder or outright over stimulation of our senses.  In 
some ways with wickedly twisted monstrous assaults so screwy that a year later we still shiver at
the thought.  On the outskirts of this ever changing metropolis is a Village of flighty types so 
independent, yet essential to the City, as its purpose expands the environs of the City inhabitants 
to the very edges of the heavens above.   This Airport Village is in a birthing of triplet Camps, 
each unique and changing in many ways, but each struggling out of gestation into the temporal 
future.  One of these sister Camps, The BRTA, is home to the Pt5 Elders, those who long ago 
winged in from far away with no fuss or complexity, just a desire to drop gear and be.  Morphed 
forward these Elders are now joined by many other aerothropic souls with a common theme to 
wrest an experience in the annual creation of this wondrous City.   This unpredictable art of 
society is getting more complex as our Camp grows in ever changing but increasingly significant
ways.  The City needs this, the City needs vibrant and healthy Camps who together puzzle this 
out each year into the human experience we seek.   To claw our Camp into the future and secure 
our place in this experience we must render up to the City more than we are offered in return.  
This growth of the gift, this continuous adding of, this metamorphosis of purpose and means is 
the lifeblood of the City.   This blood is shared but happens in a limited space.  Many Camps this
year found themselves without this space placement on the playa; no formal recognition by 
mother BRC to be there.  The City grants the reserved space to Camps on the basis of how much 
a Camp brings to the playa as a gift…perceived how much is new, good and purposeful even if 
not over the top or twisted.  I see similarities to the indian festival of Potlatch agreeing that the 
spirit of giving is more powerful than that of receiving.  I also see that a condition of limited 
entry is emerging whereby those Camps who are focused on providing to the body of the City 
will receive back more of that lifeblood.  This method of growth is not new to BRC as for years 
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those shazam Camps have always been migrated in towards the Esplanade pushing out slower to 
grow Camps to outer streets.  This year of Metamorphosis has brought into play a more ruthless 
squeeze on less giving Camps into that wasteland of Open Camping with no provision from the 
mother other than entry through the gate.  It will become increasingly more difficult for a new 
Camp to move up to placement, (we have seen the difficulty in this growth at Pt5 Village too!).  
There will be more competition for those existing Camps to retain their reserved playa.  The key 
to space survival is for a Camp to continuously re-image itself in ways that will serve the future 
City.  BRTA Camp is in a Pt5 sweet spot where today these pressures are minimized but not 
guaranteed to be held at bay.  A vision of what BRTA will become is needed.  We need to be 
seen as a destination where cool stuff happens every year.  We will preserve our dusty spot with 
Agents who are committed to deeds that add to the Pt.5 experience.  To plan ahead, to show up 
and engage success with each facet of our tribe’s existence is the challenge to us.   Each Agent 
should action what they can do that adds to the sum of our experience.  BRTA cannot be still, 
must not pause in growing new gifts, must grow and morph or die.  Our future is to preserve the 
old experience while cooking up new avenues of gifting.  We serve each other while we serve 
our City! 

    
BRTA Blog Space;   brta-agents@googlegroups.com
BRTA Web Site by Jake;  http://blackrocktravelagency.squarespace.com/   Bookmark it!
BRCAirport Web Site;  http://airport.burningman.org/
BRTA Communications e-mail: BRTA.Communications@gmail.com 
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